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INTRODUCTION
The us* of Instruction sheets as a teaching device has
been Increasing In all branches of education. Such sheets are
particularly adapted to shop courses where much good work has
been done on the high school level. It was with a view of
facilitating the teaching of the elementary principles of ma-
chine shop practice on the college level that this study and
preparation of operation and Instruction sheets were made.
The purpose is not to replace the personal Instruction
of the teacher but to supplement It. The pupil still has his
opportunity to plan his work, and to realize fully his capaci-
ties. Williams (22, p. 86) says that Instruction sheets fur-
nish printed directions to be followed. Success In a great
number of occupations depends upon the ability to understand
and follow directions set forth in this way; consequently,
the practice Is of high Importance.
According to Pryklund (7, p. 241), Instruction sheets
give the student a chance to regulate his speed In comprehen-
sion to suit his capacities. Students need training In read-
ing habits.
By using Instruction sheets the Individual pupil may start
a new piece of work when he Is ready and complete It as soon
as he can. He Is not held back by the slower pupils In the
class as he Is when the work Is conducted entirely by oral In-
struction. Van Weatrlenen (21, p. 237) makes the comparison
clearly as follows:
The traditional shop course was formerly Introduced to
students by a long series of demonstrations covering
every process and operation that will be required during
the course. Active students resent having to listen
when they might better be digging much of It out for
themselves at the time they need it. This sltuntlor can
be solved by means of adequate operation and instruction
sheets.
When Instruction sheets embody epeclflo and brief direc-
tions on doing work, and furnish related information needed
to make the performance of the work Intelligent, they go far
toward insuring economy of time and Individual progress. Dis-
tinct lnatructional units, treated separately, may be used at
pleasure, individually or in combination with other like units,
and are readily adaptable to any wisely chosen series or group
of Jobs or projects used In shop praotlce. Written instruc-
tions usually represent more careful preparation than oral
instruction j the brief and definite directions are carefully
worded so that they may be understood readily and followed
definitely and accurately. The Instructor who prepares his
teaching material In such form has adequate time to devote to
situations which arise, and each pupil has ready-to-uae in-
struction without delays of group or class instruction.
In the preparation of the following instruction sheets
the purpose has been to furnish the means for raising the
quality of class room instruction In the essential elementary
principles of machine shop practice on the college level.
Phillips (16, p. 321) outlines adequately the objectives of
instruction sheets. He says properly prepared and used, they
will:
1. ICaks instruction clear, specific and accurate.
2. (Jive information needed to supplement directions on
how to do.
3. Economize the time of the pupil and the Instructor.
4. Promote Individual pupil progress.
8. Give flexibility to courses of Instruction.
The course in machine shop practice as it now exists at
this college consists of a series of exercises planned to
cover essential operations in connection with the actual pro-
duction Job of making wood turning lathes. Ths objectives of
this course as applied to engineering students are: (1) a
general knowledge of common machines used in commercial pro-
duction; (2) development of skill and precision used In
factory mass production; (3) economical techniques in machine
production} (4) knowledge and skill in selecting materials;
(6) development of effective techniques In shop personnel
management
.
METHOD
The instruction sheets In this study were prepared from
the elementary principles of machine shop practice which ex-
perience has shown to be essential, and from various text-
books, pamphlets, and directions published by different ma-
chine tool companies.
OPERATION AST) INSThOCTIOH SHEETS
FOR KACKIHK TOOL WORK SERIES
OPERATION SHEET FOB TES1 SPECIMEN
(Blue Print P-155)
Objectives :
1. Find centers nnd center drill ends of stock.
2. Mount and drive work between centers.
3. Square ends of stock to required length.
4. Rough turn a cylinder.
5. Check and adjust tallstock to eliminate taper.
6. Finish turn a cylinder to alee.
7. Turn a filleted shoulder.
8. File and polish on the lathe.
9. Chamfer stock on the lathe.
10. Cut external threads on the lathe.
Tools and Equipment :
Lathe, hammer, bench plate, V block, surface gage, oenter
punch, rule, calipers, micrometer, test nut, threading tool,
combination drill, turning tool, fillet turning tool, file,
abrasive cloth.
Operations :
1. Select stock.
2. Locate center of ends. I.S, 1.*
3. Center drill ends. I.S. 2.
4. Attach dog and mount work on centers. I.S. 3.
5. Square ends, obtaining proper length. I.S. 4.
6. Re-drlll center holes to proper slee. I.S. 2.
7. Orlnd cutting, tools. I.S. 5.
8. Straight turn between centers to obtain cylinder. I.S. 6.
9. Check and adjust for taper elimination. I.S. 7.
10. Set lathe RPK for proper turning speed. I.S. 8.
11. Rough turn entire cylinder. I.S. 6.
12. Finish turn entire cylinder to size. I.S. 6.
13. Lay off distances for threaded ends. I.S. 9.
Note. Leave about 1/32 to 1/16 of an Inch of svaterlal be-
yond the one-Inch marks to assure having material for the
flllete or 1/8-lnch radii.
14. Rough turn entire center seotlon. I.S. 6.
16. Finish turn entire oenter section. I.S. 6.
ilote. Finish turn to about .002 of an Inch oversize for
filing and polishing.
16. Turn both fillets. I.S. 10.
17. File if necessary and polish center section. I.S. 11.
•» Instruction Sheet 1.
18. Adjust lathe to out required number of threads. 1.8, 12.
19. Set and adjust external threading tool. 1.8. 13.
20. Check lathe setting for required number of threads per
inch. 1.8, 14.
21. Chamfer first end. 1,8, 15.
22. Cut threads on first end to fit test nut. I.8. 16, 17, 18.
23. Using split-nut place driving dog on threaded end.
24. Chamfer second end. 1.3. 15.
25. Cut threads on second end to fit split-nut, l.S, 16, 17, 18.
26. Rave Instructor oheclc work.

INSTRUCTION SHEETS FOR TEST SPECIKKU
Finding Centers of Stock
(Instruction Sheet 1)
After receiving stock, measure to see if It will finish
to the required length. On a heavy grinder, remove the burrs
and rough edges from the ends of stock. Chalk the ends so
that the center locating lines will show distinctly.
The method used In locating the centers of the ends will
be determined by available equipment. There are several good
methods for locating centers: (1) hermaphrodlte-callper, (2)
center-square, (3) surface -gage, and (4) divider.
In usln,- the hermaphrodite-caliper
(Fig. 2), set the caliper to about the
radius of the stock. Place the caliper
leg on the circumference at the extreme
end of the piece and with the point draw
an arc near the center of the end. Kove
the caliper leg about one-fourth of the
circumference of the end each time and center "of 'stock.
draw three more arcs. The four area will
form an approximate square, the center of
which is the required center.
'vkf~N\
The center-square, when placed In V"~\ *" /".<.
contact with a cylinder (Fig. 3) gives
two points of contact, a and b. If
Fig. 3. Finding
center of atock.
these two points are joined, the line from a to b Is a chord
of a circle. If the chord la bisected at right angles, the
line will pass through the center of the circle, so that the
two Intersecting lines will locate the center.
The surface-gage method
(Fig. 4) requires a bench plate,
surface-gage, and V block. Place
the stock In the V block and set
the height of the scrlber point
at the approximate center of the
stock. Scribe lines with the
stock In two or more positions.
The Intersection of scribed
lines locates the center.
In using dividers, set them
to approximately one-half the
diameter of the stock and scribe
four lines (Fig. S). The center
of the square locates the center
of the stock.
Fig. 5. Finding
center of stock.
Fig. 4. Finding
center of stock.
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Center Drilling Stock
(Instruction Sheet 2)
Fig. 6. Center
punching stock.
Before the stock may be center-drilled it is necessary to
make a small indentation at the point where
the drill is to enter the stock. Clamp the
stock in a vise and select a oenter punch
and hammer. Place the punch vertical to
end of the stock and tap lightly with a
hammer (Pig. 6). Hote if the indentation
is at the previously located center of
the stook. If it is not, lean the punch
slightly away from the direction In which
the indentation is to move (Fig. 7).
Tapping lightly with a hammer will move
the point to the desired place. If the
center punch is at the oenter of the
stock, hold it vertical and strike it
hard enough to make a oenter for guiding
the drill.
There are various methods of center
drilling but probably the most common
one is to use a combination drill and
counter-sink in the drill press. Clamp
the stock in the drill press vise and
insert the drill in the drill chuck.
Drill the center hole to the desired
Fig. 7. Shift-
ing center point.
Fig. 8. Center
correctly drilled.
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size which la dependent upon the size of the
stock to be turned. Figure 8 shows a hole
properly drilled. The diameter of the hole
at b Is approximately one and one-half
times the diameter at a.
Figure 9 shows a shallow hole which
causes the stock to turn on the point of
the dead center, thus producing undue wear.
A countersunk hole which Is not large
enough to give sufficient contact with the
dead center Is illustrated In Pig. 10.
A hole much too large to permit a
finished piece of work Is shown In
Fig. 11.
Figure 12 shows the result of care-
lessness which la Inexcusable.
Fig. 9. Hole
too shallow.
Fig. 10. Coun-
tersink too small.
Fig. 11. hole
too large.
Fig. 12. An
inexcusable hole.
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Mounting Work Between Centers
(Instruction Sheet 3)
iiixEi
Work that Is to be turned accurately and concentrically
between lathe centers must be mounted correctly In order to
provide a good bearing and support for the center holes of
the Job.
Some of the Important factors to be considered In mount
lng a job between centers are: alignment of lathe centers,
trueness of live center, condition of center holes, lubrica-
tion of tallstock center, adjustment
of work between centers, and adjust
ment of lathe dog in regard to work
and dog driver plate.
To check approximate alignment
of lathe centers, slide the tall-
stock forward until the two centers
are nearly touching, as shown In
Plfr. 13. Sight down over the cen-
ters and correct any error In
alignment by adjusting the tall-
stock set-over screws (Pig. 14).
The lathe dog should be at-
tached to the work with the bent
tall pointing away from the Job
and in position to be driven by
the driver plate.
Fig. 13. Checking
alignment of centers.
ser-otser
Screws
Fig. 14. Adjustment
of tallstock.
IS
Before mounting the work on centers, place a drop of oil
In the center hole for the tallstock center. The tall of the
lathe dog should fit freely Into the »lot of the driver plate
o that the work rest* firmly on both the headstock and tall-
stock centers, as illustrated
in Fig. 15. Make sure that
the tall of the dog does not
bind In the elot of the driver
plate
.
When the work is sup-
ported on centers, adjust the
tallatock center so that no
play can be felt between the
stock and the centers. At the same time, the work should be
so free that the weight of dog tall would be sufficient to
cause it to drop when moved to one side of the slot.
Fig. 15. Mounting work
between centers.
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Facing or Squaring Work Between Centers
(Instruction Sheet 4)
Fig. 16. Tallstock
towards operator.
Facing or squaring on the lathe is the process of machin-
ing the ends of the work flat, smooth, at right angles to the
axis of the Job, and to the re-
quired length. After the work Is
centered, usually It la faced or
squared to provide a surface from
which linear measurements may be
taken.
Before facing the work, It Is
necessary to adjust the tallstock
so that the oenter Is In alignment
with the headatock center. If the
tallstock center is off oenter
towards the operator, the faced
end of the stock will be concave,
as shown In Fig. 16. If the tail-
stock center Is off oenter away
from the operator, the faced end
will be convex (Fig. 17).
Most facing la done at the
right end of the stock with a
right-hand facing tool. An
ordinary tool may be so ground
as to be used for facing be- Fig. 18. Ordinary
tool for facing.
Fig. 17. Tallstock
away from operator.
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tween centers. Such a tool le shown In Fig. 18. A special
tool called a right facing tool may be used for the facing
operation (Pig. 19).
In setting either tool for
facing, the tool point must be set
on the center of the work or on the
tailstock oenter for height. The
cutting edge of the tool le set
against the end of the work at an
angle slightly more than 90° to its
axis to permit the point to do most
of the cutting and to prevent the
heel of the tool from rubbing
(Pigs. 18 and 19). For a heavy roughing cut, the tool is gen
erally fed in towards the oenter while for a light finishing
cut it is generally fed out from the center. To assure a
right angled face, the carriage ehould be looked in position
by tightening the carriage clamping bolt and feeding the tool
for the depth of the cut by means of the compound rest.
Fig. 19. Special
tool for facing.
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Grinding Cutting Tools
(Instruction Sheet 5)
A cutting tool carefully ground will stay sharp under cor-
rect working conditions for a considerable tine, but as soon
as It Is noticeably dull it should be reground or the tool and
possibly the work will be ruined. A dull tool tears rather
than cuts the material. It springs the work, and makes a rough
cut. To keep cutting tools sharp Is a rost Important factor
in efficient machine work.
The various clearance and rake angles must be correctly
proportioned and ground to turn the
chip properly and also preserve the
cutting edge. Clearance angles
which are excessive reduce the cross
-
section of the metal near the cut-
ting edge so that the heat generated
by the cutting cannot be dissipated
rapidly. Figure 20 shows various
clearance angles.
The round nose turning tool has
clearance ground on both sides and
on the front end. The front end Is
rounded and the top Is either ground
straight or with a right-hand or
left-hand side rake, depending on the
manner in which the tool is to be
used.
Fig. 20. Various
clearance angles.
Fig. 21. Grinding
side of tool.
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When grinding a tool It should
be held In the right hand and sup-
ported with the left. Preae the
left aide of the tool against the
face of the revolving wnoel and
move It back and forth acrosa the
face to grind the side to shape
with side clearance (Fig. 21).
orlnd the right side of the tool
In the sarae manner as the left.
Rough grind the shape of the
rounded end. Then hold the tool
lightly against the finer wheel and
finish the end by swinging it from
side to side, at the same time being
careful to grind the required radius
and front clearance (Figs. 22 and
23).
Hold the top of the tool flat
against the wheel, as shown In Fig.
24. The top may also be ground at
an angle to give side rake If It Is
desired.
To finish, hone the cutting edge
of the tool by using a hand oil
stone (Fig. 25). Honing lmprovea the
'Sr-Ut^Z
n\
Fig. 22. Grinding
end of tool.
Fig. 28. Grinding
end of tool.
Fig. 24. Grinding
rake on tool.
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quality of the finish and lengthens
the life of the tool.
Fig. 25. Honing
a tool.
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Straight Turning Between Centers
(Instruction Sheet 6)
Straight or cylindrical turning on the lathe la the pro-
cess of machining a revolving piece of work by feeding a cut-
ting tool longitudinally along the piece, in order to pro-
duce sides that are parallel to the axle of the work.
Straight turning may be di-
vided into two stages: rou^A and
finish turning. Where much metal
is to be removed, the roughing
cuts should be as heavy as the ma-
chine, work, and tool will with-
stand. The surface of a rough turn-
ed Job should not be so badly torn
or roughly turned as to cause the
keen edge of a finishing tool to
dull quickly; nor be so heavy as
to spring or bend the work or dam-
age the lathe centers. The rough-
ing cut is Illustrated in Pig. 26.
Ordinarily, the work la turned to
within one -thirty-second of an inch
of the finished size.
Finish cuts are made to turn the work round, smooth, and
accurately to siee. Light cuts are taken with a keen edged
tool slightly rounded at the point. Finer feeds are used with
increased spindle speeds. A finish cut is shown in Fig. 27.
Fig. 26. Rough turning.
Fig. 27. Finish turning.
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Generally, one finish out la all that la required. However,
where the roughing cut has left a torn surface, two light
cuts may be required to turn the surface smooth and accurately
to size.
In starting straight turning
between centers, select the proper
turning tool and holder. Kake sure
that the tool Is ground to the proper
shape, rake, and clearance for either
rough or finish turning. Set the
tool post at the left aide of the T-
slot In the compound rest. Adjust
the tool holder In the tool post so that the cutting tool la
at right angles to the work or Inclined slightly towards the
tallatock to prevent Its digging Into the work when taking
heavy cuts (Fig. 26). Set the cutting edge of the tool at the
height of the center of the work, as shown In Pig. 28. Hove
the carriage along the waya to make sure that the tool can
travel to the desired length without Interference.
Fig. 28. Setting
height of tool.
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Checking and Adjusting the Lethe to Eliminate Taper
(Instruction Sheet 7)
After taking the first cut across a shaft, check the diam-
eter at each end of the cut with calipers or a micrometer to
make sure that the lathe la turning straight. Sometimes when
the position of the tallstock Is changed for a different
length of work, adjustments will be neceeaary. This Is espec-
ially true on old lathes which may be worn or have burrs on
the ways of the bed. The difference between the two diameters
is the amount the tallstock should be adjusted.
Another method of checking for taper is to mount a piece
of stock of approximately the same length as the work to be
turned. Turn a portion of the shaft at A, Pig. 29, wide
enough to allow the caliper or micrometer to measure the diam-
eter. Do not disturb the setting of the tool but remove the
34
h
B
--<&
h
Pig. 29. Checking for taper.
work from between centers and move the carriage towards the
tailatock to allow the work to be replaced on centers. Turn a
portion of the shaft, as at B in Fig. 29. If the lathe centers
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are In alignment, the diameter of the work at A and E will be
the same.
An accurate method for cheoklng the taper la to secure
an alignment bar of approximately the same length as that of
the work. Flaee the bar on the lathe just snug enough between
centers to allow It to turn freely by hand. Clamp a tool
holder In the tool post so that the butt of the holder may
come In contact with the alignment bar. Wove the tool holder
to the alignment bar JuBt snug enough to allow a piece of paper
to slip between the bar and holder. Without changing the po-
sition of the holder, move the carriage to the other end of
the bar and note if the paper slips between the bar and holder
with the same ease as in the first case (Fig. 30). Adjust
Pig. 30. Checking taper with alignment bar.
tatlatock until the paper has the same decree of pull between
the two ends of the alignment bar.
If it Is necessary to make an adjustment, the tallstock
clamping screws must be loosened so that the tallstock top may
slide transversely to the ways of the lathe. Movement of the
tallstock la accomplished by loosening one of the adjusting
screws and tightening the opposite screw, aa shown In Fig. 14
and Instruction Sheet 3.
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Setting Lathe RPJ! Pop Proper Cutting Speed
(Instruction Sheet 8)
The engine lathe headstook is so constructed as to permit
the changing of spindle speeds by means of a belt-driven oone
pulley. A change in speed on the pulley car. be obtained by
shifting the belt to another step on the pulley. Slower
speeds are obtained by engaging the back gears.
The power and notion of the feed mechanism Is transmitted
from the headstook to the carriage at various gear ratios for
selected feeds.
The cutting speed for a material does not change but re-
mains constant, while the RFM of the lathe spindle may be
either Increased or decreased depending upon the diameter of
the work. The factors which determine cutting speed are: the
kind and hardness of the material, the diameter of the work,
the kind of material of which the cutting tool Is made, the
shape of the cutting tool, and the depth of the cut.
Feed depends upon the rigidity of the work, the sianner
In which it is held on the machine, the rigidity and shape of
the cutting tool, and tho cutting speed.
Coarse feeds and slow speeds are recommended for rough-
ing cuts to prevent undue wear on the cutting edges of the
tool and loss of time. The spindle speed is usually increased
for finish cuts, while the amount of feed Is decreased.
Cutting speeds for lathe work are always expressed in
terras of feet per minute. The cutting speed Is the number of
feet of material which pass the cutting edge of the tool In
24
one minute as measured on the circumference of the work.
Cutting speeds In feet per minute for various materials are
given In Table 1.
Table 1. Cutting speeds of various materials.
Material tWBini and boring Threading
ROURD CUt Finish cut
1'achlne steel 90 100 36
Tool steel (annealed) 50 75 20
Cast Iron 60 80 25
Prass 160 220 60
Aluminum 250 S25 76
A simple method of computing the approximate RPM of the
spindle is to multiply the cutting speed of the material by
four and divide by the diameter of the work in inches.
Feed is the distance the tool advances for each revolu-
tion of the work. The feed may be thought of as the width of
the chip. For example, if a 64th of an inch feed is used In
turning a cylinder. It will take 64 revolutions of the work to
advance the tool one Inch. The width of the chip will be one-
sixth -fourth of an Inch.
The amount of feed depends upon a number of factors: the
kind of material being turned, the cutting speed for the ma-
terial, the depth of the cut, and the tool. For roughing cuts
the feed should be as great as the machine will take and the
cutting tool will withstand. For finish cuts the amount of
feed is decreased, depending upon the finish desired.
When turning oast iron or any other material which has a
scale on Its outer surface, the tool la always set deep enough
to gat under the scale for the first roughing cut.
If the beginner will calculate for the first few lobe
the RPK necessary to give the required cutting speeds, he
will soon be so accustomed to seeing the machine work proper-
ly that he will be able to tool up without making calcula-
tions.
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Laying Off Distances on Work
(Instruction Sheet 9)
\
Fig. 31. Lajlne
off distance on work.
The three principal methods of laying off distance on
work are with dividers, a hermaphrodite caliper, and with a
steel rule and scribe.
The use of dividers in laying
off a distance Is illustrated in
Pig. 31. The work Is revolved on
the lathe and chalk is applied at
the point where a line Is to be
scribed. Set the dividers to the re-
quired distance and holding one
point at the end of the work, allow
the other point to make a mark a-
round the work. Chalk makes the
scribed lines more distinct.
Figure 32 shows the herma-
phrodite caliper being used to mark
a distance from the end of stock
while the work is on the lathe.
The work should be chalked. While
the bent leg of the caliper la a-
gainst the end of the stock, the
work Is rotated slowly while the
straight leg scribes a line around
the work.
Fig. 32. Laying
off distance on work.
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The method of using a steel rule and scribe la Illus-
trated In Fig. 33. To assure accuracy In marking, the end
of the stock and the end of the rule should be placed agalnat
a solid straight surface to assure the rule and work being
flush at their ends. A scribe la used to nark the distance
desired.
Pig. S3. Laying off distance on work.
Turning a Filleted Shoulder
(Instruction Sheet 10)
Before turning a filleted shoulder, the flnlah diameter
should be obtained. A alight amount of stock at the fillet
should be left so the tool will have sufficient material to
form the fillet.
Set a fillet tool on the center of the work In such a
position as to permit the formation of a true are.
Deorease the spindle speed so as to overcome chatter and
to prevent the tool from digging In at the corner or at the
finished diameter. Use a cutting compound to obtain a
smoother finish.
Rough turn excess material left by the turning tool at
the corner of the shoulder. Use both hand longitudinal and
cross feed screws to guide the tool. Finish turn to the
scribed lines. Considerable care must be exercised to prevent
the tool from digging Into the work.
Filing and Polishing on the Lathe
(Instruction Sheet 11)
Piling on the lathe Is a finishing operation primarily
Intended for removing tool marks from turned surfaces and for
reduolng diameters slight amounts. The mill file, with its
single cut teeth, Is better suited for this operation than a
double cut file because It will not 'pin' as readily.
Filing on the lathe Is performed at higher spindle speeds
than those ordinarily used for turning purposes. A surface
speed about double that of turning will usually be found suf-
ficient.
A better appearance of the work will result if the file
is rubbed with chalk before starting the filing operation.
The file should be cleaned frequently with a file card and
rechalked.
One mistake a beginner usually makes in filing Is to move
the file across the work too rapidly, thereby filing It out of
round. A long slow stroke will always give best results. The
file should not be lifted on the return stroke but the pressure
should be relieved.
Another fault is that of bearing too hard when filing
round work. The surface of the file at any given time touches
only a very small surface of the work and bearing too hard
will tend to file the piece out of round and also tend to
'pin' the file and scratch the work.
30
Left ', wet —*-,
When filing, hold the handle of the file In the right
palm. Extend the left arm over the work clear of the dog or
chuck and hold the end of the file with the thumb on top and
the fingers curled under the end. Place the file on the re-
volving work with the handle slightly Inclined towards the
headstock. Take long slow strokes at rliht angles to the
work (Fig. 34). Do not over file and do not leave more than
.001 of an inch for polishing.
When polishing, the speed
can hardly be too great, but
If a large piece is on the
lathe and a high speed is
wanted, care must be taken to
have the work well balanced.
Have plenty of oil on the tall-
stock center and do not adjust
the tall center too tight.
One of the best methods
for polishing consists of using a strip of emery cloth held
on a file in the same position as that for filing. The snrae
strokes as for filing should be used.
Small Jobs are polished by holding a piece of abrasive
cloth over the work and applying pressure with the thumb and
forefinger. A short strip of emery cloth should be used when
It Is held by hand. Hold the cloth In such a manner as to pre-
vent it from winding around the work as this may cause injury
;
'.
Fig. 34. Filing on lathe.
to the operator. The cloth should be moved back and forth
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•lowly across the work to prevent the cutting of rings.
A finer grade and somewhat duller appearing surface can
be produced by using oil on the cloth when polishing. 01J. on
the cloth tends to prevent deep scratches on the surface of
the work. Continue polishing until the desired degree of
smoothness Is obtained. Use successively finer grades of
abrasive cloth to produce a more highly polished surface.
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Adjusting Lathe to Cut Required Kumber of Threads
(instruction Sheet 12)
Thread cutting on the lathe Is a process of producing a
rldge of uniform section by cutting a continuous groove around
a cylinder as a cutting tool of required shape advances along
the revolving work.
The speed at which the spindle turns In relation to the
speed of the lead screw determines the distance the carriage
and tool will advance when the split-nut Is closed over the
lead screw.
Change gears on a lathe are those gears whose position
and alee may be changed to establish varying ratios between
the speed of the spindle and the speed of the lead screw.
Screw cutting lathes are made In two general types:
the standard change-gear and the quick change-gear.
The standard change-gear lathe Involves the problem of
determining the gears to be used on the stud and lead screw.
This may be done by referring to the Index chart found on the
front of the lathe. In the first column of the chart Is found
a list of the common pitches of threads; In the second, a list
of the stud gears available; In the third, a list of the
available screw gears. To select the gears of the proper
ratio, follow down column one until the required number of
threads per Inch Is found; then read the number directly oppo-
site In the second column. This number represents the number
of teeth on the gear to be placed on the stud. The number In
the third column directly opposite Is the number of teeth on
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the gear which must be placed on the lead screw. When these
two gears are mounted on the atud and lead screw respectively,
as shown In Pig. 35, the gearing Is set for cutting the re-
quired number of threads per inch.
When threads are to be
Spin c(fe
5/ee va
Lead Screw
Fig. 35. Standard change-
gear mechanism
.
cut on a quick change-gear
lathe, the principle of the
ratio between the speed of
the spindle and the lead
screw still holds. This
type of lathe has change-
gears built In as an Inte-
gral part of the machine.
They are contained In the
gear box, thereby making It
unnecessary to remove gears and replace them with different
sices for thread cutting. Changes to accommodate a wide range
of threads per inch can be made quickly by simply sliding the
gears in the quick change-gear box by moving levers to a posi-
tion as indicated on the index plate. Locate the desired
number of threads per inch on the Index plate. Follow the
column in which this number occurs either to the left, right,
up, or down to determine the necessary positions of various
levers to cut the required number of threads per Inch.
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Set and Adjust an External Thread Cutting Tool
(Instruction Sheet 13)
The engine lathe la almost Invariably used for cutting
screw threads on parts that are turned on the lathe. Thla
method Insures cutting the thread concentric with other
turned surfaces.
The tool used to produce the American National Form
Threads has cutting edges ground to conform to the standard
profile of the thread. The cutting tool for this thread has
sides ground to an Included angle of 60°. The point Is ground
to a flat whose width Is equal
to one-eighth of the pitch of
the thread. In common practice
the point of the tool la
Pig. 36. Checking angle
of tool.
usually ground sharp for finer
pitch threads, and la some-
times stoned or honed with
only a slight flat or radius
Instead of the required width
of the flat.
The 60° angle of the
threading tool should he cheeked
by means of a center gage, aa
shown In Pig. 36. The center gage
la alao used to set the point of
Pig. 37. Setting com-
the cutting tool square with the pound rest.
work on the lathe.
Before setting a threading tool the compound rest Is swung
around to the right to an angle of 29° (Fig. 37). The compound
rest screw Is used for adjusting the depth of cut and most of
the metal Is removed by the left side of the threading tool,
as shown In Pig. 88. This permltB the chip to curl out of the
way better than if the tool is fed in
straight. The right side of the tool
will cut the thread smooth and produce
a good finish, although it does not
remove enough metal to Interfere with
the main chip which is taken by the
left side of the tool.
Secure the tool and holder in
the lathe tool post and set the
point of the tool at the height of
the lathe center. Set the thread-
ing tool square with the work by
placing the edge of the eenter gage
against the turned side of the work
and adjust the tool until the cut-
ting point fits the V-shaped notch
in the eenter gage (Fig. 39). When squaring the tool care must
be exercised so as not to change the height of the tool point.
Fig. 38. Action of
threading tool by us-
ing compound rest.
i"
Parallel
Fig. 39. Squar-
ing tool point.
Check Setting of Lathe for Cutting Threads
(Instruction Sheet 14)
Checking the number of threads which the lathe Is set to
cut should be a part of the procedure of anyone who Is not
familiar with the machine. This Is best accomplished by
closing the split-nut In the apron over the lead screw, turning
on the power and allowing the spindle to revolve a few revo-
lutions to take up the back-lash. After taking up the back-
lash, stop the lathe and mark a spot on the dog driver, face
plate or chuck. The tall of the dog in an up position Is
often used as a mark. Kake a pencil line or lay a scale on
the ways of the lathe at the right-hand end of the carriage.
If the carriage moves one Inch while the spindle revolves a
number of times equal to the number of threads per Inch to be
cut, the lathe Is set to cut the required number of threads.
Another check 1b to take a
very light trial cut on the work
just deep enough to scribe a
line on the surface. To check
the number of threads per inch,
place a scale against the work
(Fig. 40) so that the end of the
scale rests on one of the scribed
lines. Count the spaces between
the end of the scale and the first
Inch mark, and this will give the
number of threads per Inch.
Fig. 40. Checking
threads per Inch.
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Chamfering Stock Previous to Threading
(Instruction Sheet 15)
The end of a piece of atock to be threaded should be
chamfered before starting the threading operation. This give*
the piece a more finished appearance and tenda to prevent the
formation of a large burr on the end of the stock.
Most thread chamfers are out at
an angle of 30° with the end of the
atock and are cut to a depth approx- /
v.
N
lmately equal to the depth of the >
thread. The cutting edge a of the
threading tool make an angle of 30°
with the end of the atock after the
tool la squared up. To cut a chamfer
^toofc
1
'
ChWBfer ~
move the tool to the end of the work
and advance It longitudinally or
transversely by hand until the de-
sired chamfer is obtained (Fig. 41).
Thread Cutting in General
(Instruction Sheet 16
)
To cut a smooth and accurate thread on a lathe depend*
upon the operator's ability to recognise the various Influ-
ences which have an Important action on the tool when cutting.
A beginner does not usually pay enough attention to small
things and, in consequence, does not produce nice work.
The various forces acting on the tool which are of vital
Importance and cause a peculiar action on the cut are due to
(1) the manner in which the tool is ground; (2) the direction
of the cut j (3) the position and type of toolholder; (4) the
fit of the ways of the machine; (5) the use of the proper cut-
ting compound; and (6) a proper cutting speed.
Thread cutting on the lathe must be done at a slow RPM.
The baok gears of the lathe are put in operation to reduce the
spindle speed. Threading speeds of various materials, ex-
pressed In feet per minute, are as follows: machine steel, 36;
tool steel, 20; oast Iron, 25; brass, 60; and aluminum, 76.
A cutting oil should be used when threading on steel. A
smoother thread will be produced as the oil tends to prevent
the tearing of the steel by the cutting tool. Apply oil be-
fore each cut.
If the lathe is equipped with a multiple hole face plate
a hole should be marked with chalk to be certain of getting
the dog tall back in the same place after the work has been
removed from the centers for testing the thread with a test
nut. Should the dog tall be placed In another hole or slot
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the work will have been revolved through a pert of a revolu-
tion In reapect to the setting of the machine for the required
number of threads.
Left-hand threads are readily cut on a lathe. All that
Is necessary Is to reverse the rotation of the lead screw.
This Is done by shifting the reverse lever on the headstock.
The only difference between cutting right and left-hand threads
Is that In the latter the tool must move towards the tallstock.
In considering the depth of cut In euttlng threads, the
tool Is first fed to take a series of cuts, .003 to .005 of
an Inch. The distance the tool Is fed In on the compound rest
for each successive cut Is decreased until the full depth of
the thread Is nearly reached. After most of the metal Is re-
moved, the thread may be finished to size by taking a few fine
outs of .001 of an Inch or less by moving the tool straight
in with the cross-feed screw.
If It Is necessary for any reason to remove the tool be-
fore the thread is finished, the tool must be set accurately
to gage and then, using one of the following methods, make
sure the tool exactly enters the partly cut groove. Be sure
all back-lash Is taken up.
1. If the lathe la provided with a compound rest, adjust
the tool to the desired position In the groove by manipulating
the cross-feed screw and the compound rest screw.
2. If the lathe Is not provided with a compound rest,
loosen dog and turn the work until the tool enters the groove
centrally.
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Cutting Threads on I*the Hot Equipped with Threading Dial
(Instruction Sheet 17)
After oattlng the threading tool and adjusting the lathe
for the required number of threads per Inch, thread cutting
ay begin.
Advance the threading tool until the point Just touches
the work, then note the micrometer reading on the oroas-faed
screw or set the micrometer collar to read sero.
Draw the tool back past the right-hand end of the work,
then advance the tool point about .002 of an Inch by turning
the compound rest screw to the right.
Engage the split-nut and clomp it firmly to the lead
screw, in which position It remains until the completion of
the thread. Start the lathe and when the tool reaches the end
of the threaded section quickly withdraw It by turning the
cross-feed screw one of two revolutions to the left. Stop the
lathe and reverse the spindle by shifting to the reverse pulley
on' the countershaft drive.
When the tool point on the backward travel is just past
the end of the work stop the lathe before the point of the
tool strikes the tailstock center. '.VI th the tool in this po-
sition advance the cross-feed screw until the micrometer collar
reads the same as before beginning the first cut. Advance the
tool for depth of second cut by turning the compound rest
screw to the right about .002 of an inch. Start the second
cut and when the tool reaches the end of the threaded section
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quickly turn the cross-feed screw to the left and reverse
the rotation of the spindle as before.
Kepeat the above operation until the thread la cut to
the desired depth or until a test nut fits the thread snugly.
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Cutting Threads on Lathe Equipped with Threading Dial
(Instruction Sheet 18)
A thread dial indicator, sometimes called a thread ehas-
lng dial, is a device used in thread cutting to Indicate the
position at which to engage the aplit-nut with the lead screw
so that the cutting tool will always follow in the same groove
as the previous cut.
The advantage in using the thread dial indicator is that
the split-nut may be disengaged at the end of the cut to permit
the carriage to be returned quickly to the starting position
by hand. This saves time that would otherwise be required to
bring the tool to the starting point by reversing the spindle.
The dial Indicator indicates whether or not the work has
turned a sufficient number of revolutions to permit the split-
nut to be engaged with the lead screw at a position which will
insure the correct tracking of the threading tool In the same
groove that was previously cut.
As the load screw revolves the dial on the Indicator la
turned and the graduations indicate the points at which the
split-nut may be engaged. These points are reached when any
graduation on the dial la just even with the line or point on
the rim of the indicator.
When cutting an even number of threads per inch the split
-
nut is engaged as any graduation on the dial passes the line
on the rim.
When cutting an odd number of threads per Inch the split
-
nut is engaged as any numbered graduation on the dial passes
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the line on the rlnt.
When cutting a fractional number of thread* per Inch the
pllt-nut la engaged as either the even numbered or odd num-
bered graduations pa a a the line on the rim.
After setting the threading tool, adjusting the lathe for
the required number of threads per Inch, checking, and shift-
ing the feed change lever to neutral, thread cutting may start.
Advance the threading tool until the point Just touches
the work, then note the micrometer reading on the cross-feed
screw or set the micrometer collar to read zero.
Draw the tool back past the right-hand end of the work,
then advance the point about .002 of an inch by turning the
compound rest screw to the right.
Start the lathe and engage the split-nut on the proper
graduation on the chasing dial. When the tool reaches the end
of the threaded section withdraw It quickly by turning the
cross-feed screw to the left a revolution or two. At the
same time disengage the split-nut.
Draw the carriage back to the starting point with the
apron handwheel. Advance the cross-feed screw until the mi-
crometer collar reada the same as before beginning the first
out. Advance the tool for the depth of the second cut by turn-
ing the compound reat eorew to the right about .002 of an Inch.
Start the second cut and when the tool reaches the end of the
threaded section, turn the oross-feed screw quickly to the left
and disengage the split-nut.
Repeat the above operation until the thread Is cut to the
desired depth or until a test nut fits the thread snugly.
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OPERATION SHEET FOR WOOD LATHE TOOL REST
(Blue Print L-54)
Objectives:
1. Turn oast iron.
2. Turn or square to a shoulder.
3. Use e snap gage.
Tools and Equipment :
Lethe, oallpers, cast Iron turning tool, surface plate,
hammer, snap gage, V block, center punch, file, bench plate,
center drill.
Operations :
1. Read Instruction Sheet 19 on cast iron turning.
2. Select stock.
5. Locate centers. I.S. 1.
4. Center drill both ends. I.S. 2.
5. Arrange to drive work between centers. I.S. 20.
6. Faoe or square right-hand end. I.S. 4.
Dote. Use a cast iron turning tool to face the right-hand
end. This will leave a small amount of metal around the
center which will serve as a re -enforcement. This is
later removed.
7. Hough turn cylinder to entire length. I.S. 20.
8. Check and adjust to eliminate taper. I.S. 7.
9. Hough turn entire cylinder to 1/64 of an Inch oversize.
I.S. 20.
10. Finish turn cylinder to fit gage. I.S. 21.
11. Turn to a square shoulder. I.S. 22.
12. Chamfer ri^ht-hand end. I.S. 23.
13. Finish facing right-hand end. I.S. 4.
14. Have instructor check work.
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INSTRUCTION SHEETS FOB WOOD LATHE TOOL REST
Turning Cast Iron
(Instruction Sheet 19)
In making an Iron casting molten metal Is pourad Into a
sand mold. Hot metal coming In contact with cold sand causes
the surface of the casting to become considerably harder than
the interior. This hard surface is called scale or skin.
Also a considerable amount of sand is fused wit!: the iron In
the surface of the casting. These conditions serve to render
the surface of a casting very hard and brittle, and when machin-
ing It Is Important that the point of the cutting tool be well
under this scale In order that the point of the cutting tool
will not wear off and become dull too quickly.
In order to get the tool point under the scale it Is
necessary to take a deep cut as the first roughing cut. The
RPM of the spindle must be reduced so that the machine may
handle the heavy roughing cut. The engagement of the baok
gear is often necessary, depending upon the diameter of the
piece to be turned.
Cast iron is always machined dry, no oil of any kind be-
ing used.
A oast iron turning tool for general turning is ground
with a sharp round nose. So back or side rake is necessary
because of the brlttleness of the cast iron chip. The tool
is left flat on top.
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After the scaling operation is finished the spindle
speed is increased until the cutting speed is somewhere be-
tween 60 and 00 feet per minute.
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Rough Turning Cast Iron Cylinder the Entire Length
(Instruction Sheet 20)
When turning the entire cylindrical part of the wood lathe
tool rest special precautions are necessary In mounting the
tool and holder.
The tool post must be placed in the left-hand end of the
T-slot in the compound rest. Place the tool and holder In
the tool post so that the cutting edge of the tool is to the
left side of the compound rest (Fig. 43). These precautions
are for the purpose of allowing the tool to cut the entire
length of the cylinder to the shoulder before the arms of the
piece being turned strike the compound rest.
After setting the tool
as shown, engage the back gear
so as to reduce the RPM of the
spindle. The first cut must
be under the skin of the tool
rest. Allow the tool to cut
along the cylinder, using the
power feed, until the required
distance from the end has been
reached, flhen the tool has ad-
vanced this distance hold the
apron hand wheel and slowly
back the tool out from the shoulder by turning the cross-food
screw to the left.
Pig. 43. Setting tool
for tool rest.
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Should the tool rest tend to clatter badly when shoulder-
ing the two arms, tighten the rest on its centers slightly.
In all probability It will not be necessary to make another
out on the shoulders of the arms. Take succeeding cuts to
the shoulder leaving a fillet at the end of the out.
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Finish Turning a Cylinder to Fit Oage
(Instruction Sheet 21)
Calipers are not efficient for accurate measurements In
the hands of amateur machinists. They are efficient for
measuring stock, roughing cuts, lengths, and any dimensions
that need not be extremely accurate. The caliper may be used
If necessary for very close measurements but It is easier,
quicker, and surer to use a micrometer or a gage.
For cylindrical work the snap gage Is used and where a
slight variation over or under nominal size Is allowable a
Holt gage Is used. Figure 44 shows such a limit gage. The
'go on' dimension of the gage must go on the cylinder with no
application of force. It snaps on clear to the depth of the
opening. The 'no go' section of the gage must not go on the
cylinder. The difference In size between the 'go' and 'no
go' Is the tolerance allowed In the diameter of the cylinder.
W
Fig. 44. Snap gage.
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Turning to a Square Shoulder
(Instruction Sheet 22)
A shoulder 1b the surface or step which Joins two differ-
ent diameters. Shoulders on turned work are formed to various
shapes to ault the requirements of the particular part. They
are formed to add strength to the part, to provide a square
corner where parta are to be fitted together, or to add to
the appearance of the job.
Figure 45 Illustrates three common types of shoulders,
namely, square shoulder, filleted shoulder, and angular shoulder.
^
.
x\ n
Pig. 45. Types of shoulders.
To lay out a shoulder, mark a line the required distance
from the end of the work. If the work is of such a nature,
chalk the spot where the line is intended to be marked. The
line may be marked with a hermaphrodite caliper, a pair of
dividers, or a rule and acrlber. Figure 45 shows the type of
tool to use in turning each type of shoulder.
A general method of squaring to a shoulder by using a
special tool Is shown in Fig. 46. The flniahlng tool la ground
with Just sufficient clearance on the front and side, and the
corner is a right angle one-sixteenth of an inch back each
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way, while the point Is rounded with an oil atone.
Lib?
Fig. 46. Turning
square shoulder.
Fig. 47. Speoial
squaring tool.
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Chamfering an Edge
(Instruction Sheet 23)
Chamfered edges are usually beveled at angles ranging
from 30° to 60°, the most common being 45°. The purpose of
chamfers is to remove sharp corners and add to the appearance
of the Job as shown in Fig. 48. They also provide safety and
comfort in handling the finished parts. The chamfered ends
permit turned parts to be fitted squarely against Internal
shoulders as shown in Pig. 49.
Pig. 48. Chamfered end. Pig. 49. Chamfered
end fits snugly.
The amount of chamfer and the angle at which It is turned
may be specified on the drawing. However, in many cases, it
is left to the Judgment of the machinist to determine how much
the end is to be chamfered.
In turning a chamfer the compound rest may be set at the
required angle and the compound feed-screw used to feed the
tool past the corner. Figure 60 shows a method of setting a
square nosed or facing tool at an angle of 46° which is the
most common angle.
wo/v4
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Fig. 50. Setting 45° chamfer.
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OPERATIOH SHEET FOR TAILSTOCK HANDWHEEL
(Blue Print L-44)
Objectives:
1. Chuck stock In four- Jaw chuck.
2. Drill on the lathe.
3. Bore on the lathe.
4. Hand ream on the lathe.
5. Form to shape on the lathe.
Tools and Equipment :
Lethe, round file, 7/16-inch drill, 1/2-inch reamer, flat
file, boring tool and holder, crescent wrench, handwheel hold-
er, forming tool, round nose tool, drill chuck, emery cloth.
Operations :
1. Select stock.
2. Chip and file spokes and inside of rim.
3. Read '3-Jaw and 4-Jaw Chucks'. 1.5. 24.
4. Remove face plate and mount 4- Jaw chuck. l.S. 25.
5. True work in chuck. I.S. 26.
6. Face hub of wheel to required length. I.S. 27.
7. Spot center of hub and drill hole. I.S. 28.
8. Bore hole to take 1/2-inch reamer. I.S. 29.
0. Ream hole its entire length. I.S. 30.
10. Remove work from chuck and mount on handwheel holder.
Mote. Check out handwheel holder from tool crib.
11. Remove chuck and mount face plate. I.S. 25.
12. Mount work between centers. I.S. 3.
13. Form rough shape of rim. I.S. 31.
14. Finish form shape of rim. I.S. 32.
16. File tool marks on outside of rim. I.S. 11.
16. Polish rim of wheel. I.S. 11.
17. Have instructor check work.
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INSTRUCTION SHEBTS FOR TAILSTOCK HANDWHEEL
3-Jaw and 4-Jaw Chucks
Instruction Sheet 24)
A chuck Is a device which, when fixed to the spindle of
a machine, Is used to hold either a tool or material to be
worked upon. The Jaws of a chuck do the gripping and they
are adjustable so that work of different sires may be held.
The Jaws are operated either by screws or by a scroll. Gear
blanks, pulleys, collars, bushings, etc., where the outside
must run true with the hole are held In a chuck while they are
being drilled, bored, reamed, or possibly threaded.
A 4- Jaw Independent chuck has four reversible Jaws, each
of which may be Independently adjusted. This type of chuck
Is recommended if the lathe is to have but one chuck as It
will hold square, round, and Irregular shapes In either a
concentric or an eccentric position.
The 3- Jaw Universal chuck Is used for chucking round and
hexa onal work as the three Jaws move simultaneously and auto-
matically center the work.
Since there Is no way to adjust the Jaws Independently
In a 3- Jaw chuck. It Is not used where extreme accuracy Is re-
quired. The 4- Jaw Independent chuck should always be used
when work must be centered to run dead true because wear In
the Universal chuck soon renders It Inaccurate for exacting
work.
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Removing and .' ountlng Pace Plates and Chucks
(Instruction Sheet 25)
When removing face plates or chucks, extreme care imist
be taken to avoid damaging the threads In the plate or chuck
back or those on the nose of the lathe spindle. Do not allow
the plate or chuck to drop on the ways of the lathe as dents
or mars tend to make for Inaccurate work.
In removing a face plate or chuck,
have at hand a blook of hard wood,
about two Inches square, and long
enough to rest on the back ways and
reach the slot In the face plate or
the Jaw of the chuck when In a posl
tlon corresponding to three o'olock
(Pigs. 52 and 53). Arrange the
lathe for a fairly alow speed and
running It backwards by hand allow
the edge of the slot or Jaw to
strike sharply against the end of
the block. This should Jar the
plate or chuck loose. If It
doesn't, arrange the lathe for a
slower speed and give the belt a
harder pull.
Before mounting a chuck or
face plate on the lathe spindle, Pig. 53. Removing
chuck
.
Fig. 52. Removing
face plate.
s
!
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clean and oil the threads of the spindle and chuck back thor-
oughly. Also clean the shoulder of the spindle where the
chuck back fits against It. A very small chip or burr at this
point will prevent the chuck from running true. Cleanliness
Is very essential for accurate work.
In mounting a chuck hold It In
the cradle of the right hand and arm
against the spindle nose of the lathe.
If a cradle block la at hand, use It
to hold the chuck In position (Pig.
54). When the chuck is In position
turn the lathe spindle with the left
hand to screw the chuck on the spindle
Just tight enough to hold It securely.
. ... . .... i ..i. •»*. P1S« 54 « CradleAvoid running the lathe with blook holding chuck.
power while screwing the chuck on
the spindle and do not spin the chuck up to the shoulder as
It may be very difficult to remove.
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Truing Work In a Chuck
(Instruction Sheet 26)
•
Before placing work In a chuck adjust the Jaws approxi-
mately to the Blze of the work by withdrawing or advancing
the adjusting screws of each Jaw to conform to the else of
the work and the concentric grooves turned In the face of
the ohuok (Fig. 55).
Place the work In tho Jaws of
the chuck and fasten It lightly by
tightening the adjusting screw of
two opposite Jaws, for example, Jaws
1 and 3. Tighten these Just enough
to hold the work securely. In a
similar manner tighten Jews 2 and 4.
Remove the chuck wrench. Hake
a praotlce of doing this or you may
forget It sometime and thus cause
an accident.
Revolve the work slowly by
hand or power and using the car-
riage as a support for the arm,
bring a piece of chalk lightly in
contact with the face of the re-
volving work (Pig. 56). The ohalk
will leave a mark on that part of
the face which la farthest to the
Pig. 56. Truing face
of work.
Fig. 65. Concentric
rings on chuck face.
1
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A
right. Tap the chalked portion back to the left with a soft
hammer. Rub off chalk and repeat until the face of the work
rune parallel to the face of the chuck.
After getting the face of the
work to run true hold the chalk
agalnat the revolving hub, ae shown
In Pig. 57. Stop the lathe and lo-
cate the high apot (chalk mark).
Slightly looeen the adjusting screw
of the jaw opposite the chalk mark.
Turn the chuck a half turn and
tighten the adjusting screw, thus
pushing the work towards the cen-
ter of the chuck.
If the chalk nark extends as
much as one-third the distance
around the work, It will be necessary to loosen two of the ad-
justing screws opposite the chalk mark, then tighten the other
two opposite screws. However, this should be done by adjust-
ing one pair of jaws at a time. Continue in this manner un-
til the work runs true, after which firmly tighten the adjust-
ing screw of each Jaw, then proceed with the machining opera-
tion.
Fig. 57. Truing
hub of work.
Facing Work In a Chuck
(Instruction Sheet 27)
Facing on the lathe la the process of machining an end
or face In order to produce a smooth flat surface which la
square with the axis of the Job. Through the facing opera-
tion the work Is reduced to a specified length and the faced
end provides a surface from which measurements of length may
be taken. The end Is faoed at right angles to the axis of
the work as the cutting tool advances with the cross slide.
V.'ork held In a chuck Is more conveniently faced than work
held between centers.
where a considerable amount of metal la to be removed a
roughing cut should be made. A roughing cut Is fed from the
outer edge towards the center while a finishing cut la fed
from the center out. The tool point must be set on center
In order not to leave a small amount of metal at the center.
When facing, the carriage should be held In place by
holding the longitudinal handwheel or clamping the carriage
with the clamping screw. Either of these precautlona Is
necessary to assure a face at right angles to the axis of
the work.
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Spotting the Center and Drilling on the Lathe
(Instruction Sheet 28)
Before drilling on the lathe It Is necessary to find the
center of the work and make an Indentation for the lips of
the drill to be guided Into the work at the center.
One method of centering the
work Is to use a flat drill for
spotting the center. The spot-
ting tool Is mounted exaotly on
center so that both lips do the
cutting (Pig. 88). The Indenta-
tion at the center should only
be deep enough to assure the drill
being guided to the oenter of work.
There are several methods of
drilling on the lathe. One method
Is to make use of a drill, drill
chuck, and drill chuck holder. This method has the advantage
of the operator being able to make use of either straight
hank or taper shank drills.
In making use of a straight shank drill, chuck the drill
In the drill chuck and place the tapered shank of the chuck In
the tapered hole In the drill chuck holder. Kount the assem-
bled drill outfit on the lathe (Pig. 59).
In making use of a tapered shank drill, the tapered shank
of the drill is placed In the tapered hole In the holder and
the assembly mounted as shown In Pig. 59, except for the ellml-
Plg. 58.
center.
Spotting
nation of the drill chuck.
While either of these
assemblies may be held by
hand, It la advisable to
rest the handle of the hold-
er on cone part of the cross
slide and hold It against
the tallBtock center with
the end of a tool holder
clamped In the tool post.
With this set-up (Fig. 59),
the carriage offers enough resistance to prevent the drill
from pulling away from the tallstock center, thus breaking
the drill.
In drilling, pressure on the drill Is obtained by turn-
ing the tallstock nandwheel. At the same time advance the car-
riage with the longitudinal nandwheel so that the tool holder
keeps Just ahead of the drill holder, thus preventing the
holder from pulling away from the tallstock center.
Fig. 59. Drilling on
lathe
.
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Boring on the Lithe
(Instruction Sheet 29)
Boring should not be confused with drilling because
drilling usually refers to cutting a hole In a solid piece of
naterlal, while boring refers to enlarging a drilled or cored
hole. Boring on the lathe Is an Internal turning process as
compared with external turning on an outside diameter.
The boring operation Is used principally to enlarge a
hole, to machine a hole concentric with other turned surfaces,
or to bore a hole In which a reamer may be started. In boring
a hole to take a hand reamer It Is left about .005 of an Inch
underslze or of such a diameter that about one-third of the
tapered end of the reamer will enter the hole. A hand reamer
Is straight for nearly Its entire length. It Is slightly
tapered, smaller toward the front, for a distance about equal
to Its diameter, to permit Its entering the hole to be reined.
The boring tool Is a turning tool held In a bar or holder
or forged on the end of a bar. It la ground like a turning
tool that cuts from left to right. For boring small holes a
light holder having a 'V groove and a clanplng yoke Is used
to support small diameter tools. These tools are usually
forged.
Clamp the boring tool holder In the tool post at such an
angle that the boring tool Is parallel to the ways of the
lathe. The boring tool Is clamped In the holder with Its cut-
ting point on the horizontal center of the work (Pig. 60).
Just sufficient length should protrude from the holder for the
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cutting tool to pass through the length of hole to be bored
(Pig. 61).
Pig. 60. Center-
ing boring tool.
Fig. 61. Boring on lathe.
In beginning a cut, the carriage Is moved forward so that
the cutting edge of the tool Is close to the edge of the hole
to be bored. The lathe Is started and a light trial cut la
taken for a short distance into the hole. Stop the lathe and
check the hole for size. Engage the longitudinal power feed
and take a out to the depth of the hole. Due to the tendenoy
of a boring tool to chatter and spring away from the work
under heavy cuts, the amount of feed should be decreased.
Check the size of the hole before taking each succeeding cut
and then bore to size.
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Hand Reaming on the Lathe
(Instruction Sheet 30)
Reaming Is the process of finishing a hole to the re-
quired size by means of either a machine reamer or a hand
reamer. lower Is never used on a hand reamer.
After a hole has been bored to the correct alee for re-
ceiving the tapered end of a reamer, the latter is started In
the opening. To assure reaming a hole parallel to the axle
of the lathe It Is necessary to center the tall end of the
reamer on the tatlstock center. Kake sure that the tall-
stock Is set on center.
Reaming by hand la best accomplished by working on the
rear aide of the lathe. A wrench Is placed on the aquare end
of the reamer and a turn or part of a turn Is taken clockwise
with the right hand operating the wrench. At the same time
the left hand operates the tslletock handwheel to take up the
slack. Forcing the reamer too hard with the handwheel will
place too mucr. strain on the reamer, making It difficult to
turn and poaalbly causing a break In the reamer. Continue
reaming until the tapered end of the reamer la entirely
through the hole.
To remove a reamer, continue ti>rning It In a cutting di-
rection, and at the same time gradually withdraw It until It
turns out of the hole. A reamer Is never turned backwards
as that would quickly dull the tool.
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Rough Forming on the Lathe
(Inatructlon Sheet 31)
In rough forming a handwheel begin with a eplndle speed
reduced by use of the backgear. The first cut Is generally a
deep ecallng one. To rough form the rim of the wheel, set a
round-noae tool on center at an angle such that the tool may
be used to face one side of the rim. Face both sides of the
rim until the desired thickness Is obtained. Care should be
taken to remove about equal amounts of metal from each side.
After obtaining the desired thickness feed the cutting
tool across the outside of the rim parallel to the axis of
the lathe, ray no attention to the
curvature of the rim, but continue re-
ducing the diameter of the wheel until
It is about one-sixty-fourth of an
Inch oversize and somewhat rectangular
In form (Fig. 68).
Further rough form the rim by using
the hand longitudinal and cross feeds.
The free hand forming should be made to
conform as nearly as possible to the
final shape. After obtaining this
rough shape the piece is ready for a
finish forming tool.
Fig. 62. Rough
forming handwheel.
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Finish Forming on the Lath*
(Instruction Sheet 32)
Before a piece of stock Is finish formed It should be
rough formed by hand operation of the longitudinal and cross
feeds with a round-nose tool.
To use a forming tool with a broad cutting edge reduce
the spindle speed to lessen the chatter of the wheel. The
tool must be set on the center of the work and squared with
the axis of the lathe. Use the hand feeds. As the cutting
progresses measurements must be made frequently to determine
when the cutting Is done.
In forming a handwheel care must be taken to get the
diameter correct by very careful use of the calipers. The
tool should he made to start cutting on both faces of the
wheel at the sane time. If the wheel Is to be filed and pol-
ished It Is not necessary to leave more than ,005 or .010 of
an inch for the final finish.
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0PERATI0B SKKET FOR TAILSTOCK CLAHPINO SCREW
(Blue Print L-46
)
Objectives :
1, Turn approximate taper by the offset talletock method.
2. Form an Irregular curve to fit a templet.
Tools and Equipment :
Lethe, benoh plate, V block, surface gage, center punch,
hammer, file, combination drill, rule, turning tools, cali-
pers, micrometer, test nut, templet, emery cloth.
Operations :
1. Select stock.
2. Find centers and center drill ends. I.S. 1.
3. Square ends, obtaining proper length. I.S. 4.
4. Kedrlll centers to proper si Be. I.S. 2.
6, Rough turn entire cylinder. I.S. 6, 7.
6. Finish turn cylinder to major diameter. I.S, 6.
7. Lay off distance for shoulder. I.S. 9.
8. Rough turn shouldered end. I.S. 22.
9. Finish turn shouldered end. I.S. 22.
10. Square shoulder. I.S. 22.
11. Lay off distance of threads. I.S. 9.
12. Cut threads. I.S. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
Note, "'hen the tool point reaches end of thread It
should be withdrawn from groove before movement of car-
riage Is stopped; otherwise, the tool point will cut a
groove straight around stock. Either withdraw tool at
end of thread qulokly by turning the croea-sllde handle
while work Is revolving, or shift off power before tool
point reaches end of thread and finish the cut by hand
power on the belt.
13. Use a split nut and reverse stock In lathe.
14. Read 'Taper Turning In Oeneral'. I.S. 33.
15. Calculate tallstock setover for required taper. I.S. 34.
16. Setover tallstock. I.S. 34.
17. Lay off distance for taper. I.S. 9.
Note. Leave enough material at the small end of taper
to form fillet.
18. Partially turn and oheck for proper taper. I.S. 34.
19. Finish turn taper. I.S. 6.
Vote. Leave last 1/8 of an Inch on large end straight
for forming round corner.
20. Turn fillet. I.S. 10.
21. File round corner at fillet end until templet fits. I.S. 35.
22. File round corner at end until templet fits. I.S. 11.
23. Polish all of handle to shoulder. I.S. 11.
24. Have Instructor check work.
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IHSTRt'CTI OK SHEETS FOR TAILSTOCK CLAKPINO SCREW
Taper Turning In General
(Instruction Sheet S3)
Taper turning Is the process of producing a conical form
which uniformly Increases or decreases In diameter as the
tool Is fed longitudinally along the revolving work.
Tapers may be turned on a lathe by four different methods.
The method used depends on the available equipment and the
nature of the Job. Short or abrupt tapers may be turned with
a square nosed tool set at the required angle. The compound
rest may be used for short tapers on whloh the length of the
taper does not exceed the amount of travel of the compound.
The use of the taper attachment Is preferred to all other
methods of turning tapers. However, not all lathes are
equipped with a taper attachment. The offset tell stock method
of taper turning Is frequently resorted to because of the 11m
ltatlons of the form tool and compound rest methods and the
fact that not every lathe Is equipped with a taper attachment.
When the tallstock center of the lathe la offset the
center line of the work and the line of travel of the turning
tool are no lonper parallel, and, as the work revolves and the
tool moves longitudinally, a taper is turned (Fig. 64).
While the offset method Is widely used for taper turning
It has a number of disadvantages. When turning duplicate
pleoes slight variations In length of work and depth of center
holes will result In variations In the amount of taper turned.
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Pig. 64. Prlnolple of taper turning.
Each time the tallstock la offset for taper turning, the
center must be realigned for straight or parallel turning.
The offaet method Is limited to work held between cen-
ters; therefore, only external tapers may be turned.
Another objection to this method la that the center holea
In the work do not bear uniformly on the lathe centera (Pig.
65). The center holea become distorted and often oauae the
centers themselves to become scored.
Pig. 66. Wear on lathe centers.
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Calculation and Adjustment of Offast of
tha Tallatock for Tapar Turning
(Instruction Sheet 34)
The approximate amount that the tallatock should he off-
set for turning a given taper may be figured by two methods.
In each case the length of the work Is a factor In computing
the amount of offset. The method used will be determined by
the facts given concerning the taper.
To calculate the amount of offset when the taper per
foot and length cf work are given, divide tie overall length
of the work in Inches by 12 and multiply the quotient by one-
half the required amount of taper per foot.
To calculate tha amount of offset required when the end
diameters and lengths are given, divide the overall length of
the work by the length of the tapered section and multiply tha
quotient by one-half the difference between the large and
email diameters of the taper.
v.hen measuring the work and calculating the offeat, dis-
regard eighths of an inch and take the nearest quarter inch
under the dimension. The centers of the lathe enter the work
a little way and will offset the error in disregarding the
fraction.
To offset the tallatock towards the operator, secure tha
tool post In the compound rest by clamping a tool holder side-
wise In the slot. Move the tallatock spindle out until It ex-
tends far enough to provide a surface from which measurements
may be taken (Pig. 66). Tighten the aplndle look.
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Pig. 66. Setting
tellstock for taper.
^>
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Paper
-
Pig. 67. Setting
tailstock for taper.
Hove the tool post ao that It nearly
touohea the tailatock spindle and then
reverse the direction of the croae-feed
acres to take up backlash. Set the
graduated collar on the cross-feed
screw at zero or note the reading of
the collar. Move the tool post up
to the tailatock spindle by turning
the compound rest screw. Adjust until
a paper draga a lightly when drawn be-
tween the points of contact, aa illus-
trated In Pig. 67.
Turn the croas-feed screw out un-
til the .graduations on the collar in-
dicate t at the tool post has moved a
dlatance equal to the amount of off-
set. Loosen the tailatock clamping
nuta and turn aet-over screws to off-
set the tailatock. Adjust until the
piece of paper drags when drawn be-
tween the tool post and spindle as before (Fig. 68).
To offset the tailstock away from the operator the proced-
ure is the same aa that above except that It is not necessary
to reverse the direction of the cross-feed screw to take up
backlash. Offset the tailstock a little more than the required
amount end move the tool post in for the offset required; then
adjust the tailstock until a piece of paper drags when drawn
between the tool post and spindle
-c
pQ^er- 13^
Fig. 68. Setting
tailatock for taper.
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Practically the same procedure nay be followed for off-
setting the tallatock by making use of a pair of Inside
calipers Instead of a atrip of paper.
Make certain that the tallatock clamping nuts are
tightened before etartlnr to turn the taper.
One method used to check the amount of taper being turned
la to oonpute the amount of taper per Inch or multiple thereof
from the facta given. After cutting enough taper to meaaure,
lay off the predetermined length with a pair of dividers and
meaaure the diameter at each end of the length with a microme-
ter. Slight adjuatmenta In the of faet should be made If the
taper Is not correct.
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Contour Forming
(Instruction Sheet 35)
To form Irregular curves first use a radius or fillet
tool. Clow the RPK to reduce chatter which Is caused by turn-
ing on a small diameter with a broad nosed tool. Turn the
fillet or inside arc until It is tangent to the taper and the
proper distance from the shoulder, as demonstrated In Pig. 69.
fa i
Fig. 69. Inside radius turning.
An outside arc Is filed to shape. Care must be token to
file the arc without allowing the corner of the file to score
the small end of the taper. One method to prevent soorlng
the taper is to hold with the left hand a strip of emery cloth
around the small end of the taper. The smooth side of the
emery cloth should be next to the metal. The left hand should
be under the revolving work. Then file the arc to shape with
the right hand holding the file (Fig. 70).
Outside arcs may be roughed to shape with a turning tool
after which they are filed and then polished along with the
rest of the handle. To polish a fillet, wrap emery cloth
around a dog wrench or something smeller in diameter In order
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to reach the inside are.
Left hand ~
Fig, 70. Piling outside ere.
Cheek the ares from time to time to determine whether
or not the form fits the templet (Pig. 71).
rem/i/ef No light through
vihen templet
/'$ in place
Fig. 71. Use of templet.
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OPERATION SHEET FOR WOOD LATHE PACE PLATE
(Blue Irint L-61-62)
Objectives :
1. Counterbore a hole.
2. Use 'go 1 - 'no go 1 plug gage.
3. Cut internal threads.
4. Turn on a mandrel,
Toole and Equl pment :
Lathe, boring tool and holder, plug gagee, turning tools,
calipers, combination square, mandrel, 1-1/2-inch dog, tap,
l/4-inch radius tool, 12-inch cresoont wrench, inside thread-
ing tool.
Operations :
1, Select stock.
2. Remove face plate and mount 4-Jaw chuck. I.S. 25.
5. Chuck stock in chuck with hub out.
4. True up stock in chuck. 1.8, 26.
6. Arrange RPto of spindle lor scalinc cast iron. I.S. 8.
6. Scale entire surface on hub side. I.S. 19 and 20.
7. Face hub to 1/32 or 1/16-inch under si ze from face of
plate. I.S. 27.
Note: Leave rest of surface as it is. Reason for facing
hub back underslze is that when scale is removed on other
side of plate, side scaled first will warp. If first Bide
had been finished to size, plate would always be warped.
It Is necessary to face hub underslze so that more mater-
ial will have to be taken off to eliminate warp.
8. Bore cored hole to fit plug gage. I.S. 29.
Note J The 'go' end of gage must go through hole while
'no-go' end must not enter.
9. Counterbore hole to fit plug gage. Z.t. 36.
10. Adjust lathe to cut required number of threads. I.». 12.
11. Check setting of lathe for cutting required number of
threads. I.S. 14.
12. Set Internal threading tool and cut threads. I.S. 37.
Note: Chamfer shoulder before cutting threads. In cutting
depth of threads, continue cutting until tool point be-
gins to cut in counterbore.
13. Finish threads with a tap. I.S. 30.
ote: iiand tapping on lathe is accomplished by supporting
tap on tailstock center and turning with wrench.
14. Remove work from chuck and mount on threaded mandrel.
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15. Remove scale from the remainder of outside surface.
l.i.. 19 and 20.
Note: After scaling remaining surface leave it as It la.
16. Turn bub to sice. I.S a 6.
Note; Leave enough material for forming fillet.
17. Finish face hub side of plate to alee. I.E. 27.
18. Form fillet. I.E. 32.
19. Turn plate to diameter. I.E. 6 and 8.
20. Finish face front of plate to required thickness. I.E. 27.
21. Chamfer edge. I.E. 23.
22. Break all sharp corners with file.
23. Have Instructor check work.
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IHSTRUCTIOH SHEETS FOR WOOD LATHE FACE PLATE
Counterborlng on the Lathe
(Instruction Sheet 36)
mzs'//T777
Pig. 73. A
counterbore.
Counterborlng la another form of boring on the latho
which refers to enlarging the front of a bored hole to a defi-
nite size for a given depth (Pig. 73).
The counterbored hole has parallel sides
and a shoulder which Is either faced
square or chamfered If the remainder of
the hole Is to be threaded. Counter-
borlng Involves boring and facing an
internal shoulder.
The regular boring tool with a
rounded cutting edge may be used to
rough bore the counterbored hole.
For the finish cut when the should-
er is to be square the tool should
be ground to produce a square
shoulder (Fig. 74). The same tool
Is used for facing the Internal
shoulder as well as for finish
boring.
When measuring the diameter of a counterbore, use a pair
of inside calipers or check your final diameter with a plug
gage. To measure the depth of the counterbore use a scale,
measuring from the shoulder to the outside edge. In some
Pig. 74. Boring
a counterbore.
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cases It Is necessary to lay a scale across the opening and
use another scale to measure from the shoulder out.
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Setting Internal Threading Tool and Cutting Threads
(Instruction Sheet 37)
Setting on Internal thread cutting tool requires a great
deal of care. The tool point must be set on center. This Is
beet accomplished by placing the tool In the holder and the
holder In the tool poet. Turn the tool post so that the point
of the tool may be elevated to the height of the tailatock
center. After setting the tool on center carefully turn the
tool post so that the threading tool Is In approximately the
correct position for thread cutting.
The tool must be squared or made perpendicular to the in-
side wall of the bored hole. By using a center gage against
the face of the chuck, the face of
the work, or inside the bored hole,
the tool may be squared up with the
axis of the hole (Pig. 76), The
tool should be clamped as short In
Its holder as the length of the
thread will permit. This tends to
prevent unnecessary spring In the
tool.
Cutting an Internal thread of
whatever shape Is to cutting an
external thread as boring Is to
turning—a little more care for the spring of the tool, and a
little more difficulty in measuring. The compound rest Is moved
around to the left 29° Instead of to the right, and the cross
Fig. 75. Setting
threading tool.
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slide la moved towards the operator for the out, and away from
the operator before reversing or moving the tool back to the
beginning of the thread.
With the apron handwheel advance the tool to within one-
fourth of an inch to the work, then with the crosa-feed screw
adjust the tool until the point Is even with the near wall of
the hole. Start the lathe and engage the half-nut when a
line on the dial Indicator la Just even with the line on the
rim. As the tool advances feed It Into the cut by moving the
compound rest towards the operator. When the threading tool
reaches the terminus of the thread, quickly draw It away from
the work by giving the cross-feed screw a revolution or two
toward the right, and at the same time immediately disengage
the half-nut.
Draw the carriage back to the starting point with the
apron handwheel, set the cross-feed screw In the same position
as for the first cut and advance the depth of cut with the
compound rest screw about . C02 to .005 of an Inch.
Repeat these operations until the thread la cut to the
desired depth.
Internal threads are best fin 'shed with a tap but if a
tap Is not available the thread must be bored to alee.
OPERATION SHEET FOR TAILSTOCK SPINDLE SCREI
(Blue Print L-42)
Objectives :
1. Turn neck or groove.
2. Cut left-hand threads.
Toole and Equipment :
Lathe, cutting tools, micrometer, center drill, surface
gage, V block, bench plate, scale, threading tool, necking
tool, file, test nut.
Operations :
1. Select stock.
2. Locate centers of enda. I.S. 1.
3. Center drill ends. I.S. 2.
4. Attach dog and mount work on centers. I.S. S.
6. Square both enda, obtaining correct length. I.S. 4.
6. Re-drlll center holes to proper slee. I.E. 2.
7. Arrange RPK of spindle for proper cutting speed. I.S. 8.
8. Straight turn between centers to obtain cylinder. I.S. 6.
9. Check and adjust for taper elimination. I.S. 7.
10. Rough turn entire cylinder. I.S. 6.
11. Finish turn entire cylinder to major diameter. I.S. 6.
12. Lay off distances for shouldered ends. I.S. 0.
13. Rough turn both ends to shoulder, checking and adjusting
for taper elimination. I.E. 6, 7.
14. Finish turn both ends, being careful to keep within
proper tolerances. I.S. 6.
15. Square both shoulders. I.S. 22.
16. Turn small diameter on end to be threaded. I.S. 6.
17. Turn neck to the proper diameter. I.S. 38.
18. Adjust lathe to cut required number of threads per Inch
and check setting. I.S. 12, 14, 39.
19. Set and adjust an external threading tool. I.S. 13.
20. Cut threads until test nut fits. I.S. 16, 17, 18, 39.
21. Clean nook of burrs if necessary. I.S. 38.
22. Break all sharp corners with file.
23. Have instructor check work.
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INSTRUCTION SHEETS FOR TAILT.T CK SPINDLE SCREW
Turning a Deck or Groove
(Instruction Sheet 38)
Necking or grooving la the process of turning a channel
or furrow on a cylinder. The shape of the tool and the depth
to which It la fed Into the worlt governs the shape of the neok.
The square groove, the round groove, and the V-shaped
groove are the three types moat commonly used. These are
Illustrated In Fig. 77.
Sp uare. /found
V
Fig. 77. Types of necke.
Necks or grooves are frequently cut at the end of threads
or against shoulders In order to provide a channel Into which
the threading tool may run. The neck which Is cut against a
shoulder makes It possible to end a threaded part with a full
thread. The neck aleo provides a clearance for the threaded
piece to be screwed tightly against a shoulder.
When a grinding operation Is to follow the turning pro-
cess, a neck Is cut at the shoulder end to provide a clear-
ance for the grinding wheel In order to prevent hitting the
shoulder with the side of the wheel.
BO
The V-groove Is used extensively on pulleys made for
the V type of belt.
The spindle speed should be reduced In necking so as to
prevent chatter and digging In.
CO
Cutting Left-Hand Threads
(Instruction Sheet 39)
Left-hand threads are cut in the same manner as right-
hand threads except that the carriage must be made to travel
from the headetock towards the tailstock, or from left to
right. This la done by shifting the reverse feed lever In
the train of gears on the headstock. By shifting this lever
the lead screw is made to revolve in the opposite direction
which causes the carriage to move to the right.
The threading tool must be fed into the work with the
cross-feed screw and not the compound rest screw unless a
tool with a right-hand rake is being used. In such a oase
the compound rest should be turned 29° to the left and the
same procedure followed as in cutting right-hand threads.
In outting an odd number of threads per inch, the half-
nut lever should be engaged only when a numbered line on the
dial passes the fixed point on the rim.
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OPERATION SHEET FOR WOOD LATHE LIVE CENTER BLANK
(Blue Print L-12)
Objective* :
1. Turn an exact taper.
2. Use external taper gagea.
Tools and Equipment :
Lathe, hammer, benoh plate, center drill, V block, rule,
surface gage, calipers, micrometer, center punch, file, turn-
ing tools, rough Morse #2 taper gage, finish Morse #2 taper
gag*.
Operations :
1. Select stock.
2. Locate center of ends. T.S. 1.
3. Center drill ends. I.E. 2
4. Attach dog and mount work on centers. I.S. 3.
6. Square ends, obtaining proper length. I.S. 4.
6. Re-drill center holes to proper ai«e. I.S. 2.
7. Set lathe RFK for proper turning speed. I.S. 8,
0. Straight turn between centers to obtain cylinder. I.S. 6.
9. Cheok and adjust for taper elimination. I.S. 7.
10. Rough turn entire cylinder. I.S. 6.
11. Finish turn entire cylinder to alee. I.S. 8.
12. Head 'Taper Turning in Oeneral'. I.S. 33.
15. Lay off distance for taper. I.S. 9.
14. Calculate amount of offset for required taper. 1.3. 34.
IB. Offset tallatoek. X.S. 3, 34.
16. Partially turn and check for proper amount of taper using
taper gage. I.S. 40.
17. Adjuat, take light cut and recheck taper with gage. I.S. 40.
18. Finish turn taper to fit gage, making sure of proper
length of taper. I.S. 6, 40.
Note: Length of taper is measured to bottom of chamferred
shoulder. Tapered piece must enter gage until small end
is flush with end of gage.
10. Keset tallstook on center, I.S. 34.
20. Straight turn small end of piece. I.S, 6.
21. Turn 45° ohamfers. I.S. 23.
22. Break all sharp corners with file, I.S, 11.
23. Have lnatruotor check work.

INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR WOOD LATHE LIVE CENTER BLANK
Checking a Taper With a Taper Gage
(Instruction Sheet 40)
Oha/£ //ne
It la neceeaary always to test the amount of taper before
turning the work to size because the lathe centers enter the
work a short distance and because of the possibilities of
other errorb.
Taper socket gages are available for certain standard
taper shanks. These gages measure the amount of taper and
diameters. The distance to which the work enters the gage In-
dicates whether or not It Is machined to the correct diameter.
In order to check a taper,
draw three light chalk lines about
equidistant along the length of the
tapered work (Pig. 79).
Insert the turned taper Into
the taper gage or the part to which
It Is to be fitted. Turn the tap-
ered piece In the gage while adding
a slight pressure, then withdraw from gage. Note whether the
chalk marks have been rubbed off evenly along the length of the
taper, or whether the contact Is more pronounced at one of the
ends.
If the contaot Is more pronounced on the smaller end of
the taper the amount of taper Is Insufficient, as Indicated at
D In Pig. 80. If the contact is at the large end, the piece
Fig. 79. Chalking
a taper.
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tapers too much (C in Fig. 80). At A in Fig. 80 la shown a
correct taper.
i
B
'
, ;
Fig. 80. Cheeking a taper.
Reduce the diameter on the end which bears too heavily by
changing the tailstock offset to compensate for the error. He-
check with the gage and correct the offaet until the taper
fits the gage evenly (Fig. 80, A).
When the taper has been turned to the proper diameter,
the tapered piece entera the taper gage until the small end
Is even with the smaller hole of the gage.
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OPERATION SHEET FOR A V DRILL BLOCK
Objective!*:
1. Horizontal plane on shaper.
2. Vertical plane on shaper.
3. Angular plane on shaper.
Tools and Equipment :
Shaper, parting tool, parallels, turning tools, file,
combination square, soft hammer, calipers, tool holders.
Operations ;
1. Select cast Iron V block blank.
2. Head 'The Shaper In General'. I.S, 41.
3. Arrange vise so that jaws are parallel to stroke.
4. Clamp V block In vise with bottom up. I.S. 42.
5. Adjust end position of ram. I.S. 43.
6. Mount cutting tool on shaper. I.S. 44.
7. Arrange feed for roughing cut. I.S. 45.
8. Rough plane bottom of block. I.S. 44, 45.
9. Finish plane bottom of block. I.S. 45.
10. Remove block from vise and re-clamp with a side up, using
round against movable Jaw. I.S. 42.
11. Hough plane first side. I.S. 45.
12. Finish plane first side. I.S. 46.
13. Rough and finish plane second side. I.S. 45.
14. Re-clamp block with V up. I.S. 42.
16. Rough and finish plane two top surfaces. I.S. 45.
16. With parting tool In center of block, cut relief slot
at bottom of V. Use vertical feed.
17. Arrange swivel head and tool for angular cut. I.S. 44.
18. Rough plane first angular surface. I.S. 44.
19. Rough plane second angular surface. I.S. 44.
Koto: Two top surfaces of block must be same width.
20. Finish plane both angular surfaces, making certain that
two sides of V make an angle of 90 . I.S. 44, 45.
21. Turn vise 90° and clamp block so one end projects outside
of jaws. I.S. 42.
22. Arrange tool and swivel head for vertical cut. X.I. 44.
23. Rough and finish plane end, making certain It Is at right
angles with other surfaces. I.S. 44, 45.
24. Rough and finish plane other end making sure of square-
ness. I.S. 44, 45.
26. Break all sharp corners with file.
26. Have Instructor check work.
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INSTKUCTIOH SHEETS FOR A V DRILL BLOCK
The Shaper In General
(Instruction Sheet 41)
The function of the shaper Is, primarily, to produce flat
surfaces. The work Is held on an adjustable worktable or more
often In a vise fastened to the worktable, while the cutting
tool, which Is given a reciprocating motion, that Is, caused
to move forward and backward, peels off a chip on the cutting
stroke. During the return stroke the feed operates to move
the table and work the desired amount for the next cut.
Shapers are classified as to else, as a 14-lnch or 20-
lnch shaper. The slee Is determined by the maximum length of
the cut that may be taken and a standard shaper of a given
else will hold and plane a cube of that else.
The shaper Is especially adapted to small work which may
be held In a vise bolted to the worktable. The tool head Is
so constructed as to permit horizontal, vertical, or angular
cuts being taken. For toolroom work such as punch and die
work, Jig and fixture parts, and on short work for other spec-
ial tools or machines, the shaper Is practically indispensable.
The shaper cutting tool Is easily ground to the desired
shape for the cut to be taken and when dull may be quickly
sharpened. Shaper cutting tools are ground with much less
clearanoe behind the cutting edge than Is the case of turning
tools. Shaper tools should have a front clearance of about 7°,
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Clamping Stock In Shaper Viae
(Instruction Sheet 42)
Host shaper work la held In a viae which la bolted to the
top of the table. However, the viae may be removed and work
which la too large or otherwise Impracticable to hold In the
vise may be bolted to the top or aide of the table, or to an
angle plate or any special plate or other holding device faat-
ened to the table.
The body of the viae may be swlveled on the base plate to
any desired angle, the graduatlona In degrees showing the angu-
lar aettlng. This swivel feature Is often useful for beveling
enda, planing adjacent faces at other than 90°, but moat of
the work is done with the vise Jaws either parallel with or at
right anglee to the direction of the cut. It la quicker to
plane a surface cutting in line with Its length than In line
with Its width, although the work la far more rigid when being
out againat the viae Jaw; but the friction between the work and
the Jawa is usually aufflclent to hold the work when cutting
lengthwise.
Often in clamping work in the
viae It is necessary to use paral-
lels under the block (Fig. 82).
This may be essential for two rea-
sons: to allow apace to measure the
work and to raise the top of work
above the top of the vise Jawa.
Pig. 82. Clamping
in shaper viae.
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The surfaces of rotigh castings are very hard and Irregular
and If placed In the vise they will nark the faces of the vise
jaws and make then rough and Inaccurate for fine work. It Is
advisable when the work la rough to place a piece of cardboard
between the work and the faoe of the vise. The cardboard
holds the work securely and forms a cushion for the Irregular-
ities on the work, enabling the vise to exert a pressure over
a greater area.
After planing the first side of the block It is removed
from the vise. In order to plane the second side, the block
is placed In the vise with the planed bottom next to the
fixed Jaw. Parallels are used If necessary.
To prevent the work from
lifting when being tightened in
the vise, a round bar is sometimes
used between tbe movable Jaw and
the work so that when pressure is
applied the bar will roll against
the work (Pig. 83). Pig. 83. Clamping
in shaper vise.
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Adjusting Stroke and Positioning Shaper Rob
(Instruction Sheet 43)
When planing on a shaper It la necessary that the length
of stroke he adjusted so that time will not be wasted due to
the tool being Idle a portion of the cutting stroke.
To determine the length of stroke necessary, measure the
work parallel to the stroke and add one Inch.
On the right-hand side of some
shapers and on top of the ran on
others Is a scale for setting the
machine for length of stroke.
Figure 84 shows the scale ss found
on the right-hand side of some shap-
ers. To adjust the stroke, loosen dl Jtir.
8*' Str°ke ^
the locknut, place the wrench on
the second nut and turn until the correct reading In Inches
registers at sero. Tighten the locknut.
The stroke may not be In the proper place for the work
after the correct length Is obtained. Before positioning the
stroke, a tool holder and tool should be clamped In position.
By means of the belt move the ram to the extreme rear end of
the stroke, that Is, the beginning of the stroke. Loosen the
clamp on the top of the ram and push or pull ram until the
tool comes to within a half or three-fourths of an Inch from
the end of the work. Tighten the clamp securely to prevent
the shifting of ram position when a cut is taken.
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Tool Positions for Various Shaper Cuts
(Instruction Sheet 44)
Shaper tools Include various types of tools, some forged
from solid steel, or tools ground to various shapes and used
In various types of toolholders. The proper setting of the
toolholdar while cutting Is Important If good work Is to be
produced
.
The toolholder should be placed In a position so that the
cutting edge is not directly beneath
the pivot point of the toolholder which
is at the center of the tool post (Fig.
85). If by any chance the tool moves
owing to the pressure of the cut, it
will move away from the surface Instead
of under cutting. Do not allow the cut-
ting edge to project too far from the
tool post, that is, catch it short and
clamp it tight. Be sure the toolhead
slide is not run down too far by the
down feed screw as this causes weakness
and undue strain. Raise the table If necessary.
When planing a horizontal surface the tool is adjusted to
take the depth of cut desired by means of the downfeed screw,
and the work is fed horizontelly by hand until the cut is
started, then the power feed is engaged.
To plane oast iron set the tool to take a chip deep enough
to get under the scale. Should a portion of the surface be
Pig. 86. Setting
tool in shaper head.
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low and the tool rube on the scale, another cut should be
started provided the out will not make the work underside.
When making vertical or angular
euta It Is necessary to use an angled
toolholder. v.'!-.en making either of
these cuts It Is very necessary to
wlvel the apron. Figure 86 illus-
trates the set-up for a vertical cut.
When the top of the apron le moved In
a direction away from the surface of
the cut, the tool block and tool will
hinge In a direction up and away from
the work during the return stroke.
The entire head Is ewlveled over
to the number of degrees required when
making an angular cut. As in the ver-
tical cut, the apron Is swlveled away
from the surface of the cut (Fig. 87).
When the head Is set over for an
angular or vertical cut and the tool
slide fed down too far there Is danger
of the ram striking the work. Care
must be exercised when setting up to
have the slide high enough at the
start to prevent any Interference with the
oeeds.
Fig. 86. Setting
for vertical out.
Fig. e7. Setting
for angular cut.
as the cut pro-
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Arranging Feed for Various Shaper Cuts
(Instruction Sheet 45)
The shaper is designed to move slowly on the forward or
cutting stroke and quickly on the return or non-cutting stroke.
The feed should operate when the tool Is on the return stroke;
otherwise, the feed mechanism may be damaged.
When planing steel the direction of the feed is governed
by the way In which the tool Is ground. Never feed the work
against the rake of the tool. In cast Iron planing a tool
with no rake la used and the feed may be In either direction.
If the feed occurs while the tool is cutting the feed
mechanism would be operating under an unnecessary load. There-
fore, the feed should always occur on the back stroke of the
ram.
Figure 88 shows the mechanism for feeding and timing the
feed. A rocking lever or reversing mechanism Is operated from
Paw/
Fig. 88. Shaper feed mechanism.
the center of the crank rotation and rocks back and forth about
Its oenter at the same time that the ram moves backwards and
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forwards. A pawl which operates the feed ratchet Is connected
by a rod to the rocking lever.
The amount of feed Is governed by the dletance the rod
le off center of the rocking lever.
Timing the feed la accompli shed by moving the rod to one
aide or the other of the center. The pawl and ratchet muat
advance the table and work when the ram la on the back atroke.
Observation before starting the cut will determine whether or
not the 8haper is timed correctly.
For a roughing cut the connecting rod la set far enough
off center so that the pawl will move the ratchet a distance
of two or three notches. Ordinarily a one-notch feed Is used
for a finishing cut.
The direction of the movement of the table and work Is
changed by simply throwing the pawl over to the other side of
the ratchet (Pig. 38).
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STJMSARY
There Is here presented a set of operation and instruction
sheets to facilitate the teaching of the elementary principles
of machine shop practice with a view of:
1. Giving a general knowledge of common machines used
in commercial production.
2. Developing skill and precision used in factory mass
production.
3. Imparting economical techniques in machine production.
4. Acquiring knowledge and skill In selecting materials.
5. Developing effective techniques in shop personnel
management
.
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